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a b s t r a c t

Spark plasma sintering of a blend of powders with nanometer and micrometer sized particles yielded to a
composite-like nickel microstructure consisting of ultrafine-grained (UFG) and coarse-grained (CG) volumes
with the fractions of 36% and 64%, respectively. Microstructure evolution and nanohardness distributions of
specimens submitted to impact loading at various velocities between 12 and 50ms�1 were determined. At a
velocity of 12 ms�1, cracks were formed in the UFG regions but they were stopped by the CG entities. Higher
velocities resulted in crack-free microstructures and considerable grain fragmentation within CG regions. X-ray
line profile analysis investigations showed a decrease of mean crystallite size from �104 (initial state) to
�41 nm (highest velocity). The dislocation density first increased up to 20ms�1 then it decreased considerably
with increasing impact velocity, indicating recovery in the microstructure due to the conversion of plastic work
into heat. Accordingly, the average nanohardness decreased with increasing the velocity from 20 to 31ms�1.
No difference between the microstructures impacted at 31 and 50ms�1 was observed.

& 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Nickel is a widely used structural material in various civilian and
military applications due to its high strength even at elevated
temperatures. Different methods have been proposed for the prepara-
tion of microstructures with improved mechanical properties, includ-
ing alloying, grain refinement and design of bimodal or multimodal
grain structure. Most often, the mechanical properties of these
materials are measured under quasi-static conditions. However, due
to more and more demanding and complex performances for struc-
tural materials, they need to be studied under various loading
conditions and environments. Indeed, the increment in strain rate
has a crucial impact on the deformation mechanisms and the
mechanical properties of conventional materials. In practice, high
strain rate deformation occurs during impact loading [1–3] and high
speed machining [4–6].

At the macroscopic level, it is generally observed that the flow
stress increases with increasing strain rate [7–9]. More precisely,
the plot of the flow stress versus the logarithm of strain rate usually
displays a steep raise in flow stress at strain rates higher than about
103 s�1 [10] which is believed to correspond to a transition of
deformation mechanism from thermally activated overcoming of

obstacles by dislocations to viscous drag-controlled dislocation
motion [11]. Previous studies [1,2] on face centered cubic metals
and alloys showed that the deformation at high strain rates is
accompanied by an increase in dislocation density. In other studies
an increment in ductility during dynamic tensile test [12,13] was
reported. Muller [14] used split-Hopkinson pressure bar at strain
rates ranging from 500 to 6400 s�1 and investigated the high strain
rate response of coarse-grained (CG) nickel (70 μm). The author
showed that the flow stress increased and decreased with increas-
ing strain rate and temperature, respectively.

Rajaraman et al. [15] studied the dynamic behavior of micro-
crystalline and nanocrystalline nickel by compression up to the
strain rate of 6450 s�1 using a Kolsky bar. They observed strain
softening for nanocrystalline nickel at high strain rates, contrariwise
to strain hardening behavior in the case of microcrystalline counter-
parts. In our previous study, high strain rate impact was carried out
on CG Ni using a direct impact Hopkinson pressure bar (DIHPB) [3].
The nanohardness of the impacted materials increased with
increasing velocity up to 28 ms�1 which was related to the increase
of the dislocation density. However, a further increase of the impact
velocity to 71 ms�1 resulted in a decrease of hardness back to the
value characteristic for the unloaded material. This is a consequence
of recovery and recrystallization occurred due to temperature rise
during dynamic loading. Additionally, Jonnalagadda [16] reported
an increase in twin density in CG nickel with the mean grain size of
32 μm when deformed at high strain rates. Gurao et al. [17] found
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an increase in the fraction of high angle grain boundaries (HAGB) at
the expense of the low angle grain boundaries (LAGB). They also
reported microband formation, grain fragmentation and a decrease
of the volume fraction of 〈110〉 oriented grains at high strain rates.

The above discussion shows that the majority of the available data
were obtained on mono-modal (CG or nano-grained) materials.
However, bi- or multimodal microstructures draw more and more
attention as the embedding of coarse grains in the ultrafine-grained
(UFG) matrix can offset the inherent lack of ductility of UFG materials.
Indeed Lee et al. [18] found that a bimodal Al–7.5 Mg alloy comprising
nanocrystalline grains separated by CG regions, shows balanced
mechanical properties with enhanced strength and reasonable ducti-
lity, as compared to either conventional alloys or UFG counterparts.
In addition, tensile and hardness tests suggested unusual deformation
mechanisms and interactions between ductile CG bands and nano-
crystalline regions. Li et al. [19] compared the high cycle fatigue (HCF)
properties of Ti–6Al–2Zr–1Mo–1V alloys with lamellar and bimodal
microstructures. Whereas, the difference between the HCF strength
values was small for the two microstructures; the lamellae structure
provided higher fatigue crack growth resistance than the simple
bimodal structure, and the lamellar microstructure displayed a more
tortuous and deflected crack path. Zhu and Lu [20] modeled the plastic
deformation of nanostructured metals with bimodal grain size dis-
tribution, focusing on the behavior of nano- and microcracks. They
found that these cracks do not lead to catastrophic failure; instead,
they induce additional dislocations, leading to back stresses in the UFG
matrix which finally result in strain hardening.

Besides Ni, other metallic materials may also benefit from the
evolution of bimodal grain structure. For instance, a powder metal-
lurgy route was used to develop a ferritic steel alloy with bimodal
grain size distribution [21]. In this process, the gas-atomized and
mechanical alloyed powders blend was sintered by hot forging and
the as-consolidated material was annealed. Mechanical tests revealed
a great improvement in ductility due to the micron-sized coarse grains
in comparison with other ODS ferritic steels, and high strength over
the whole range of test temperatures owing to the fine-grained
volumes and the oxide nanoparticles. Sitarama Raju et al. [22]
demonstrated an approach for retaining high strength while recover-
ing ductility in a Cu–3 at% Ag alloy through cold rolling and short-time
annealing. Improvement of uniform elongation to about 10%, as
compared to the as-rolled state, was attributed to the development
of a bimodal grain structure.

The literature overview presented above shows the potential of
bimodal microstructures in improving mechanical performance.
Nevertheless, the investigated properties are measured only in
quasi-static conditions. However, high speed forming processes
necessitate the investigations of the mechanical properties during
high strain rate condition at least. Therefore, it is of utmost interest
to uncover the high strain rate behavior of such microstructures.

In the present work, DIHPB setup was used to investigate the
high strain rate mechanical response of a bimodal nickel consist-
ing of 36% UFG (mean grain size o1 μm) and 64% CG (mean grain
size 41 μm) volumes. The microstructure developed during
impact test was investigated by EBSD and X-ray diffraction peak
profile analysis and transmission electron microscopy. In addition,
nanohardness investigations were carried out to scrutinize the
local mechanical properties after impact loadings.

2. Experimental materials and procedures

2.1. Sample processing

The starting material was a blend of 40 vol% Ni nanopowder
supplied by Tekna (Sherbrooke, Quebec, Canada) and 60 vol% Ni
micrometer-sized powder provided by Sigma-Aldrich (St. Louis, MO,

USA). The former powder consisted of spherical particles with the
mean size of �50 nm, while the latter one was made of particle
agglomerates having irregular shape and an average size of about
5 μm [23]. The Supplementary material actually shows the particle
size and morphology in the powders. The powders were handled in a
glove box under Ar atmosphere. The blending step was carried out
for 15 h in a Turbula mixer with helicoidal movement. Afterward,
spark plasma sintering (SPS) was used to consolidate the blend of
powders. The SPS was carried out using a Syntex 515S machine
located at the CNRS platform facility of ICMPE (Thiais, France). The
sintering was performed in Ar atmosphere. First, the material was
heated up to 500 1C at a rate of about 100 1C/min, then it was kept at
500 1C for 1 min under a pressure of 100 MPa. The consolidation
yielded a disk which was about 4 mm in thickness and 20 mm in
diameter. The relative density of the sintered disk was 99.470.5%, as
determined by averaging three measurements obtained by Archi-
medes' principle. The details of the SPS procedure have been
described in [24].

2.2. DIHPB experiments

Impact loadings were conducted on cylindrical specimens with
the diameter of 5.9 mm and the height of 3 mm cut from the
as-consolidated disk. Four different velocities of 12, 20, 31 and
50ms�1 were applied, which correspond to the initial strain rates of
3700, 6240, 9720 and 15,500 s�1, respectively. No stop ring was used
to limit the maximum strain value. Therefore, the strain after impact
was different for each velocity as shown in Table 1. The higher the
velocity, the larger the maximum strain. More details of the present
DIHPB procedure have already been given elsewhere [3].

2.3. Microstructure investigations

A Zeiss Supra 40VP FEG scanning electron microscope was used
for EBSD study on the evolution of the microstructure and the
local texture. The step size between the neighboring measurement
positions was 50 nm. The samples for EBSD investigations were
prepared by mechanical grinding using 4000 grit SiC papers, and a
finish step was performed using OP-S suspension from Struers.
The total duration of the polishing process was about 20 min. The
average grain size and the misorientation distribution of grain
boundaries were extracted from EBSD scans using an orientation
imaging software OIM version 4 from TexSem Laboratories.

In addition to EBSD studies, the microstructure of the initial
and the impacted Ni samples was studied by X-ray line profile
analysis. The X-ray line profiles were measured by a high-
resolution rotating anode diffractometer (type: RA-MultiMax9,
manufacturer: Rigaku) using CuKα1 (λ¼0.15406 nm) radiation.
Two-dimensional imaging plates detected the Debye–Scherrer
diffraction rings. The line profiles were determined as the intensity
distribution perpendicular to the rings obtained by integrating the
two dimensional intensity distribution along the rings. The line
profiles were evaluated by the extended Convolutional Multiple
Whole Profile (eCMWP) analysis [25,26]. In this method, the

Table 1
The mechanical characteristics of the samples impacted at different impact
velocities (v) and strains. The temperature rise (ΔT) was evaluated following the
Taylor–Quinney approximation. e: Engineering strain, (dε⧸dt): strain rate, ε: true
strain, s0.2: proof stress at 0.2% plastic strain, Tm: melting point.

v [m/s] e [%] (dε⧸dt) [s�1] ε r0.2 [MPa] ΔT [K] T [K] T/Tm

12 56 3700 0.81 876 161 459 0.26
20 76 6240 1.44 960 313 611 0.35
31 82 9720 1.73 1400 549 847 0.48
50 86 15500 1.96 1650 733 1031 0.59
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diffraction pattern is fitted by the sum of a background spline and
the convolution of the instrumental pattern and the theoretical
line profiles related to crystallite size, dislocations and twin faults.
The area-weighted mean crystallite size (〈x〉area), the dislocation
density (ρ) and the twin boundary probability (β) were deter-
mined from the analysis. The area-weighted mean crystallite size
was calculated from the median (m) and the variance (s) of the
crystallite size distribution as 〈x〉area¼m exp(2.5s2). The twin
boundary probability corresponds to the relative frequency of
twin boundaries among {111} lattice planes.

Complementary transmission electron microscopy (TEM)
investigations were carried out on the impacted surface of the
samples deformed at the lowest and highest velocities of 12 and
50 ms�1, respectively. First, rectangles with the dimensions of
3 mm�1 mm�0.5 mm were cut from the impacted materials.
Then, the specimens were mechanically grinded and thinned by
electropolishing using an A2 solution from Struers at �10 1C and
at a voltage of 20 V. JEOL 2010HC electron microscope operated at
200 kV was used for TEM investigations.

2.4. Nanohardness studies

The local mechanical behavior of the as-consolidated and
impacted samples was studied by nanohardness measurements
using an UMIS nanoindentation device with Berkovich indenter
and applying a maximum load of 2 mN. The loading rate was
0.15 mNs�1. Four hundred indentations were carried out arran-
ging the indents in a 20�20 matrix. The distance between the
neighboring indents was 20 μm. The maximum penetration depth
was between 70 and 140 nm for all the measurements which
corresponds to the indent size between 0.5 and 1 μm. The hard-
ness is characterized by the number determined as [27]

H¼ Pm

24:5 h2
m

where Pm is the maximum load (2 mN) and hm is the maximum
penetration depth during indentation.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Microstructure of the as-consolidated material

In the present study the UFG and CG components of the
microstructure are defined as regions consisting of grains with
the size lower and larger than 1 μm, respectively, in accordance
with the generally accepted terminology [28,29]. Fig. 1a is a SEM
micrograph that gives a general view of the as-processed sample
obtained by SPS. The fractions of UFG and CG volumes were 36%
and 64%, respectively. Fig. 1b–d shows EBSD images for the
as-consolidated material. The color code given by the inset in
Fig. 1b indicates that the crystallographic orientation of the grains
is random. The microstructure consists of UFG and CG regions as
shown in Fig. 1c where the grains with various sizes are indicated
by different colors (see the inset). Additionally, many CG single
crystals can be seen inside the UFG volumes, which were probably
formed by an anomalous grain-growth during SPS processing, as it
has been reported in a previous study [29]. The EBSD boundary
map shown in Fig. 1d indicates a large fraction (�26%) of Σ3
boundaries (denoted by red lines) including coherent twin bound-
aries. The fractions of the different boundary types according to
their misorientation angle are shown in the inset in Fig. 1d. These
observations are in accordance with the results of former inves-
tigations [3,23].

3.2. Impacted samples

3.2.1. The mechanical behavior at macro-scale
The proof stress at 0.2% plastic strain was calculated from the

data recorded during the impact tests. The values of the proof
stress determined at different impact velocities are listed in
Table 1. Fig. 2 shows the proof stress versus the logarithm of the
initial strain rate. The latter quantity was calculated as the ratio of
the impact velocity and the initial sample height. In accordance
with former observations [10,31,32], the strain rate dependence of
the proof stress can be subdivided into two regimes. At low strain
rates the proof stress only weakly depends on the strain rate
(quasi-static regime), while above 103 s�1 a steep increment in the
proof stress is observed with increasing strain rate (dynamic
regime). It has been proposed that in the former regime the
deformation is controlled by thermally activated overcoming of
glide obstacles by dislocations, while in the latter one viscous drag
against dislocation motion operates [33]. Fig. 2 reveals that the
proof stress of the bimodal microstructure is higher than that of
the conventional coarse-grained material in both quasi-static and
dynamic regimes. For low strain rates (quasi-static regime) the
proof stress of the bimodal material (�500 MPa) is about 40%
higher than that for the conventional coarse-grained material
(�350 MPa). This difference can be explained by the harder UFG
fraction in the bimodal sample. Additionally, X-ray diffraction
revealed the existence of crystalline NiO besides the main Ni
phase. The ratio of the integrated intensities under the diffraction
peaks of NiO and Ni phases was 2.470.3% for the bimodal sample,
while peaks of NiO were not detected for the conventional coarse-
grained Ni material. Most probably, this oxide phase was origi-
nated from the native oxide layer on the surface of the Ni particles
in the nanopowder. Therefore, it is suspected that the NiO grains
are located in the UFG fraction of the bimodal sample and
contribute to the increase of the hardness by dispersion strength-
ening. The difference between the proof stresses of the bimodal
and the conventional materials increases with increasing strain
rate in the dynamic regime. As for viscous drag the flow stress is
inversely proportional to the mobile dislocation density [30,33];
the much higher stress of the bimodal sample as compared to the
coarse-grained material in the dynamic regime may be caused by a
smaller mobile dislocation density in the UFG volumes of the
bimodal specimen due to the hindering effect of oxide dispersoids
and grain boundaries on dislocation motion. It is noted that the
lower mobile dislocation density does not necessarily mean
a smaller total dislocation density in the UFG region of the
as-consolidated material. It should also be noted that in some
papers [1,34–36] it is suggested that the plastic deformation at the
very high strain rate of 104 s�1 is still controlled by thermally
activated dislocation mechanisms and the upturn of the flow
stress is caused by the acceleration of dislocation generation,
leading to an abrupt increase of dislocation density which results
in a reduced spacing between gliding obstacles.

3.2.2. Microstructure characterization after impact at 12 ms�1

The EBSD images in Fig. 3 illustrate the grain structure in the
sample impacted at the lowest velocity of 12 ms�1 employed in
the present study. The images presented in Fig. 3a–c show the
plane normal to the impact direction (hereafter referred to as
normal direction and denoted by ND). The variation of the colors
inside the coarse grains indicates small crystallographic misorien-
tations (lower than 51) caused by dislocation patterns formed due
to large plastic deformation. The LAGBs with misorientation larger
than 51 are indicated by green lines in Fig. 3b, which seem to form
preferably in the vicinity of pre-existing HAGBs where dislocations
pile up during impact deformation. The fractions of the different
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boundary types according to their misorientation angle are shown
in the inset in Fig. 3b.

In the UFG component cracks developed but they were stopped
at the surrounding CG regions. Most probably, the fast deforma-
tion at 12 ms�1 caused dislocation motion and multiplication in
both UFG and CG volumes. However, in the UFG region the
plasticity is hindered by the small grain size and the NiO phase,

therefore microcracks were formed at the grain boundaries, and
the crack development was also facilitated by the weaker interface
bonding between nanoparticles due to the oxide phase. Fig. 3c
illustrates the same behavior when the EBSD investigation was
carried out on the surface lying parallel to the impact direction
(hereafter referred to as transverse direction and denoted by TD).
For both ND and TD views, the larger the area of the UFG
component, the longer the cracks.

3.2.3. Microstructure characterization after impact at 20 ms�1

The microstructure of the sample impacted at 20 ms�1 is
shown in Fig. 4a–d. In the ND view (Fig. 4a) extensive grain
fragmentation in the CG volumes can be seen that was accom-
panied by a tendency to develop a 〈220〉 fiber texture (for the color
code see the inset in Fig. 1b and also Section 3.2.4). In addition, the
fraction of LAGBs with misorientation angle in the range 5–101
(green lines in Fig. 4b) has increased, as compared to the micro-
structure after impact at 12 ms�1. Nevertheless, this type of
boundary still forms in the vicinity of HAGBs. At the same time,
the fraction of Σ3 boundaries (red lines in Fig. 4b) became very
low and the structure of the UFG volumes could hardly be
resolved. It is noted that the decrease of the fraction of Σ3 type
boundaries has already been reported during quasi-static defor-
mation [23,37], as well as during high strain rate loading [30]. This
effect can be related to the interaction between dislocations and
twin boundaries during plastic deformation which may yield
untwinning [23,38]. The fractions of the different boundary types
according to their misorientation angle are shown in the inset in
Fig. 4b.

TD views of the microstructure are presented in Fig. 4c and d.
The microstructure in these TD views strongly deviates from that

Fig. 1. Microstructure of the as-consolidated sample: (a) overall view by SEM; (b) EBSD inverse pole figure (IPF) where the colors show the crystallographic orientations (the
standard triangle is shown in the inset); (c) grain size map (GSM) where the colors are related to different grain size regimes, as indicated in the inset; (d) grain boundary
map (GBM) where the different colors denote various misorientation regimes, as shown in the inset. All the images correspond to ND plane. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 2. Plot of the proof stress at 0.2% plastic strain versus the strain rate for
bimodal Ni material (red symbols). For comparison, the evolution of the proof
stress as a function of strain rate for a conventional Ni with the grain size of
�25 mm is also given by blue symbols [10]. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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observed after impact at 12 ms�1. The grains are elongated and
flattened, resulting in a lamellar-like structure. The average grain
size determined from TD view images is about 241 nm. Localized
shear in some elongated coarse grains is also visible, mainly in the
vicinity of UFG entities (indicated by thick dashed lines in Fig. 4c).
Cracks were hardly observed. Indeed, only a few small spherical
holes (indicated by letter H in Fig. 4c) were found, most of them
were located at the interfaces between UFG and lamellar CG
volumes, probably due to deformation incompatibilities [39].

3.2.4. Microstructure characterization after impact at 31 and
50 ms�1

The microstructures after impact at 31 and 50 ms�1 were very
similar, therefore only the latter one is discussed here. Fig. 5a
shows an EBSD image of the microstructure for the velocity
50 ms�1. The striking feature here is that no cracks or holes were
observed, contrariwise to the samples impacted at 12 and
20 ms�1. The fractions of the different boundary types according
to their misorientation angle are shown in the inset in Fig. 5b.

The microstructure of the UFG component can be investigated
in Fig. 5b and c, which indicates that the fraction of UFG
component has increased from �36% to about 50%. This may be
caused by an arrangement of dislocations into low angle grain
boundaries in the CG volumes due to temperature increase during
impact loading at high strains and strain rates, as it has already
been reported in former studies [3,30,40]. Additionally, partial
recrystallization may also occur which yields small defect-free
grains, leading to an increase of the UFG fraction. The structure of
the UFG component can now be resolved in the EBSD images (see
Fig. 5b and d), contrariwise to the case of impact at 20 ms�1 (see
Fig. 3b), which also suggests a structural relaxation (i.e. recovery)
inside the UFG grains.

Actually the temperature rise during impact loading was
computed following Taylor and Quinney [41] as

ΔT ¼ βWp

ρmCp
;

where β is the Quinney constant (0.9 was used here assuming that
90% of the plastic work was converted to heat), Wp the plastic
strain work per unit mass, ρm the mass density (8908 kg m�3) and
Cp the specific heat at constant pressure (446 J kg�1 K�1). The
plastic work per unit mass was obtained from the stress–strain
curve determined from the load–displacement data recorded
during impact deformation. The temperature rise calculated for
different strain rates (and strains) is listed in Table 1. It can be seen
that the increment in strain with increasing strain rate results in a
considerable temperature rise that could induce recovery pro-
cesses such as polygonization, as well as partial recrystallization.
Indeed, Table 1 shows that the actual temperature in the sample
impacted at 50 ms�1 is about 0.6� Tm, where Tm is the melting
point of Ni. However, Rittel and Osovski [42] pointed out that β
depends on both strain and strain-rate and the actual value of
about 0.9 might be overestimated. Therefore, the computed
temperature rise corresponds to an upper bound. Nevertheless,
X-ray line profile analysis and TEM investigations presented
in Sections 3.2.5 and 3.2.6, respectively, confirmed recovery
processed for the highest impact velocities of 31 and 50 ms�1.

3.2.5. Investigation of the crystallographic texture at a local scale
Fig. 6a and b shows two X-ray diffraction patterns correspond-

ing to the initial sample and the specimen impacted at 20 ms�1,
respectively. It can be seen that the intensity of peak 220 became
much stronger relative to other reflections due to impact deforma-
tion, indicating that in a large fraction of grains the crystal-
lographic direction [220] is lying parallel to the impact direction.
Fig. 7 shows the 220 pole figures for the samples impacted at the

Fig. 3. EBSD micrographs showing the microstructure after impact at the velocity of 12 ms�1: (a) IPFþGBM for ND view, (b) GBM for ND view and (c) IPF for TD view. For the
grain orientation in (a) and (c), see the inset in Fig. 1b. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 4. EBSD micrographs showing the microstructure after impact at the velocity of 20 ms�1: (a) IPFþGBM for ND view, (b) GBM for ND view, (c) IPF for TD view and (d) the
corresponding GBM. For the grain orientation in (a) and (c), see the inset in Fig. 1b. See the text for details. (For interpretation of the references to color in this figure, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Fig. 5. EBSD micrograph showing the microstructure for ND view after impact at the velocity of 50 ms�1: (a) IPFþGBM, (b) GBM, (c) GSM for the UFG component and (d) the
corresponding GBM. For the grain orientation in (a), see the inset in Fig. 1b.
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velocities of 12, 20, 31 and 50 ms�1, as extracted from EBSD data.
A clear 〈220〉 fiber texture formed whose maximum intensity
increased from 1.819 to 3.153 when the velocity increased from
12 to 20 ms�1. The maximum level was almost the same for 20
and 31 ms�1, but it increased to 3.848 after impact at 50 ms�1.
However, the fiber is incomplete and shows other deforma-
tion components (labeled as A and B) which are well developed

at 50 ms�1, as compared to the case of 31 ms�1 but are less
intense than for the velocity of 20 ms�1. The evolution of
such a 〈220〉 fiber texture during impact of CG Ni has been
reported in a previous study [3]. The observed variation of the
texture is most probably related to the microstructure re-
organization due to grain fragmentation and/or partial recrystalli-
zation processes.

3.2.6. Microstructure investigations by X-ray line profile analysis
The microstructure of the initial and the impacted Ni samples

was also studied by X-ray line profile analysis. The measured and
the fitted patterns for the initial sample and after impaction at
20 ms�1 are shown in Fig. 6a and b, respectively. The parameters
of the microstructure obtained by X-ray line profile analysis are
listed in Table 2. It was found that the crystallite size and the
dislocation density considerably decreased and increased, respec-
tively, due to impact deformation at the velocity of 12 ms�1.
The crystallite size remained unchanged with the value of about
40–50 nm when the impact velocity (and the associated imposed
strain) was further increased. At the same time, the dislocation
density decreased considerably when the impact velocity
increased from 20 to 31 ms�1. This indicates that above a limiting
value of impact velocity the recovery processes are more active
which can be explained by the high temperature rise of the sample
due to the conversion of plastic work into heat (see above). No
difference between the microstructures obtained at 31 and
50 ms�1 was observed. The evolution of the twin faults cannot
be extracted from X-ray line profile analysis, since the obtained
values of the twin boundary probability was very close to the
detection limit of this method, �0.04%. This limit corresponds to
the twin boundary spacing of �500 nm, if the average spacing of
lattice planes is taken as 0.2 nm. In the present materials the
average twin boundary spacing is larger than this value, as
suggested by the EBSD images shown above.

Fig. 6. The eCMWP fitting for (a) the initial as-consolidated Ni sample and (b) the
specimen impacted at 20 ms�1. The open circles and the solid line represent the
measured data and the fitted curve, respectively. The intensity is plotted in
logarithmic scale. The inset shows a part of the pattern in a linear intensity scale.
The difference between the measured and the fitted patterns is shown at the
bottom of the inset.

Fig. 7. Illustration of the local crystallographic texture extracted from EBSD investigation and displayed in terms of the [220] pole figures projection on ND plane for the
different velocities.

Table 2
The parameters of the microstructure obtained by X-ray line profile analysis and
the mean nanohardness values. 〈x〉area is the area-weighted mean crystallite size, ρ
is the dislocation density and β is the twin boundary probability.

Sample 〈x〉area [nm] ρ [1014 m�2] β [%] Nanohardness [GPa]

Initial 104712 1.470.2 o0.04 8.6
12 ms�1 5076 2573 0.0470.04 8.7
20 ms�1 4575 1872 0.1070.05 10.6
31 ms�1 4475 7.070.8 0.0470.04 9.6
50 ms�1 4174 7.270.8 o0.04 9.6
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3.2.7. TEM observations on impacted samples
TEM investigations were performed on the samples impacted at 12

and 50ms�1 which have typical microstructures for low and high
velocities, respectively. The TEM image in Fig. 8a obtained after impact
deformation at 12 ms�1 shows highly elongated grains (the grain
boundaries are indicated by dashed lines) with high density of
dislocations which form tangles or are arranged into subgrain bound-
aries. An UFG region can be seen at the left bottom of the figure.
Numerous dislocations-free spherical nanocrystals are also found
indicating an incomplete sintering within the UFG volume. The weak
particle bonding in such regions may contribute to an easier crack
nucleation and growth during impact loading as described in Section
3.2.1. Fig. 8b shows a typical microstructure after impact at 50 ms�1.
The striking feature is the lower dislocation density in comparison to
the sample impacted at 12 ms�1. Additionally, dense subgrain bound-
aries are observed in Fig. 8c (a magnified part in Fig. 8b), indicating the
rearrangement of dislocations during the deformation. These observa-
tions are in line with X-ray line profile analysis and EBSD results and
support the conclusion that considerable recovery occurs at high
impact velocities in accordance with previous studies [3,30].

3.2.8. Study of the local mechanical behavior by nanoindentation
The nanohardness distributions obtained for the as-consolidated

and the impacted samples are shown in Fig. 9. The average nanohard-
ness values are also listed in Table 2. In the case of the initial sample
there is a bimodal hardness distribution which is in accordance with
the bimodal nature of the as-consolidated microstructure. Most
probably, the softer and the harder regions correspond to CG and
UFG volumes, respectively. Significant changes in the nanohardness
distribution were observed due to impact deformation. Despite
the change of the distribution, the average hardness after impact at
12 ms�1 is practically the same as for the initial sample before

deformation. This can be attributed to the softening effect of the
cracks in the UFG component (see Fig. 3), which can compensate the
hardening caused by the increase of the dislocation density (see
Table 2). This observation is in line with the fact that the second
hardness peak present in the initial state (corresponding to the UFG
volume as discussed above) has now almost disappeared. After impact
at 20 ms�1, the mean nanohardness increased in accordance with the
increase of the dislocation density and the reduction of the crystallite
size (see Table 2). However, it is interesting that the soft regions in the
initial state become harder, while the formerly harder regions become
softer, keeping the bimodal nature of the distribution. For this sample
EBSD investigations showed that the UFG volumes were less damaged
(see Fig. 4) in comparison with the specimen impacted at 12 ms�1.
This may indicate a slight recovery in the UFG region due to
annealing during impact test. However, the smaller hardness
in the UFG region might be also caused by the texture formed
due to deformation, as the Schmid factor for a [220] oriented
sample (about 2.5) is smaller than that for randomly oriented case
(about 3) [43]. At 31 ms�1 the fraction of the harder regions
decreased, suggesting that the recovery observed by X-ray line
profile analysis has occurred mainly in the harder UFG regions. In
addition, the mean hardness at 31 ms�1 was also reduced, as com-
pared to that obtained for 20 ms�1 in accordance with the decrease
in the total dislocation density. There is no significant difference
between the hardness distributions obtained for 31 and 50 ms�1,
which is in line with the microstructure observations.

4. Conclusions

Bulk Ni with bimodal grain structure consisting of UFG and CG
regions was consolidated from nanosized and coarse-grained pow-
ders by SPS. The evolution of the microstructure during impact

Fig. 8. TEM investigations showing post-mortem microstructures for the samples impacted at (a) 12 and (b) 50 ms�1. Figure (c) is a magnified part of (b).
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deformation at the velocities of 12, 20, 31 and 50 ms�1 has been
investigated. The following results were obtained.

(1) During impact at 12 ms�1 the total dislocation density sig-
nificantly increased while the grains in the CG volumes were
fragmented. Simultaneously, microcracks were developed in
the UFG regions which were stopped at CG volumes. Most
probably, these cracks were formed due to the hindered
plasticity and the incomplete particle bonding in the UFG
volumes. The average nanohardness of this sample was prac-
tically the same as for the initial material, as the hardening
effect of the larger dislocation density was compensated by
the softening effect of the cracks.

(2) For the velocity of 20 ms�1 the average nanohardness was
higher than in the case of sample impacted at 12 ms�1, since
the dislocation density was high while cracks were not
formed. However, the hardnesses of the CG and UFG regions
increased and decreased, respectively, as compared to the
initial state. The latter effect can be explained by a moderate
recovery due to the conversion of plastic work into heat, as
well as by the development of a [220] texture.

(3) The dislocation density and the nanohardness were the
same for 31 and 50 ms�1, however, they were lower than

in the case of 20 ms�1. This might be caused by a stronger
recovery of the microstructure as it is suggested by the EBSD
and TEM investigations, as well as by the nanohardness
distribution. This recovery is caused by a larger tempera-
ture rise due to heat evolution during high strain rate
impact tests.
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